17/11/2014

Public Information Officer,
Acting Registrar,
The West Bengal National University of Juridical Sciences
Dr. Ambedkar Bhavan, 12 LB Block, Section III,
Salt Lake City, Kolkata - 700 098

Request under the Right to Information Act

Dear Sir,

I am Nehaa Chaudhari, working at Centre for Internet and Society, an NGO working on Intellectual Property situated in Hauz Khas, Delhi.

Under the Right to Information Act, 2005 Section 6, please provide me with the following information:

1) Report on the implementation of the Intellectual Property Education, Research and Public Outreach (IPERPO) scheme and the MHRD IPR Chair funded under the scheme at West Bengal National University of Juridical Sciences for the year 2013-2014.

2) Documents on the release of grants to the MHRD IPR Chairs under the IPERPOS scheme at West Bengal National University of Juridical Sciences for the year 2013-2014.

3) Documents relating to receipts of utilization certificates and audited expenditure statements and matters related to all financial sanctions with regard to funds granted to the MHRD IPR Chair established under the IPERPOS scheme for the year 2013-2014 at West Bengal National University of Juridical Sciences.

4) Documents regarding all matters related to finance and budget related to the MHRD IPR Chair under the IPERPOS scheme for 2013-2014 established at West Bengal National University of Juridical Sciences.

I prefer to receive the information in the form of certified copies of documents or records sent to me by registered post at the above mentioned address. Initial request fee under s6(1):Rs. 10/-paid via demand draft no........ dated.............. enclosed.

Thank you,

Yours Faithfully,

Nehaa Chaudhari

[Stamp] Centre for Internet and Society, New Delhi 110016

[Signature] Nehaa Chaudhari
Ref: NUJS/ADMIN/RTI/2014/74

Date: 28.11.2014

To

Nehra Chaudhari,
Centre for Internet and Society,
G-15, Top Floor, Hauz Khas,
New Delhi – 11 0015

Re: Provision of information under Right to Information Act 2005

Dear Nehra Chaudhari,

This is in reference to your application seeking certain information under provision of RTI Act, 2005.

In terms of Sec 3 of RTI (Regulation of fee & Cost Rules) Rules 2005 that a request for obtaining information under sub-section of (1) of section 6 of the RTI Act shall be accompanied by an application fee of Rupees Ten each by way of Indian Postal Order payable to Accounts Officer of the public authority.

After scrutinizing your application it is found that you have sent the application fee of rupees ten is addressed to Registrar, West Bengal National University of Juridical Sciences which is not consistent with section 3 of the RTI (Regulation of fee & Cost Rules) Rules 2005.

In view of the above this is to inform you that your application can not be entertained.

Therefore, as directed by the University authority, your application along with the IPO in original is send back to you.

Thanking you,

Yours sincerely,

(Public Information Officer)

Endo: As stated above